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1. The Erzya language
● Erzya < Mordvinic branch < Uralic family

● closely related to Moksha

● 744,237 Mordvin speakers (2010 census): 2/3 Erzya speakers (Rueter 2013)

● co-official with Moksha and Russian in Mordovia (European Russia)

● spoken in adjacent regions of Nizhny Novgorod, Chuvashia, Penza, Samara,

Saratov, Orenburg, Ulyanovsk, Tatarstan & Bashkortostan (ibid.) (no official

status!)
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The Erzya language
Figure 1. Mordvinic languages (source: wikipedia)

Figure 2. Map of the Republic of Mordovia (source: wikipedia)
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The Erzya language
● agglutinative;

● no grammatical gender distinction;

● rich case system: 3 grammatical cases (NOM, GEN, DAT), 6 local cases (ABL,

INE, ELA, ILL, LAT, PROLAT), 3 attributive cases (TRANSL, COMPAR, ABE);

● 3 declension types: indefinite; definite; possessive;

● number distinction ‘SG vs. PL’ mainly in definite declension (only NOM in

indefinite; some semantic/grammatical restrictions in possessive declension);

● 3 tenses: non-past, default past, habitual past; 7 moods: indicative, imperative,

optative, conditional, conjunctive, conditional-conjunctive, desiderative;

● head-final with marking on the head, no agreement;

● relatively free word order with neutral SVO.
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2. Partitivity in Erzya and beyond
The term partitive has been used in a broad variety of meanings.

Seržant’s (2020) typology of partitives:

● true-

● pseudo-

● generalized true- or pseudo-partitives.
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Typology of partitives
A true-partitive (TP) relation:

● “there is a subset-superset relationship between two sets (with mass nouns: two

portions) of the same kind” (Seržant 2020: 5).

● “involves proportional quantification, i.e. there is a proportion between the

quantity of the subset and the quantity of the superset” (ibid.).

A superset must have a definite specific interpretation:

(1) a. a cup of the milk in the fridge [TP]

b. a cup of tea [pseudo-partitive]

A pseudo-partitive (PP) construction: a partitive construction with an indefinite

superset in the restrictor (ibid.: 13).
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Typology of partitives_2
Partitives are often bipartite: the quantifier and the restrictor nominal. Generalized

partitive constructions: leave the quantifier unexpressed (Seržant 2020: 9):

(2) a. ‘some of his colleagues’ [TP]

b. ‘some of colleagues’ [PP]

c. ‘[some] of his colleagues’ [generalized TP]

d. ‘[some] of colleagues’ [generalized PP]
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Partitivity in Finno-Ugric
The Partitive case in Finnic from a separative case (cf. Luraghi & Kittilä 2013;

Larjavaara 1991, 2019):

● part-whole relation;

● indefinite quantity;

● co-expression of predicate negation/aspectuality/hypothetical events (cf. Huumo

2010).

The partitive case in Kildin Saami (Koptjevskaja-Tamm 2001: 554, 556).

In the rest of FU lgs: TP and PP meaning via separative cases.
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Partitivity in Erzya
The ablative (3a) and elative (3b) cases used in (pseudo-)partitive constructions

(Bartens 1999: 94, 97):

(3) a. śim-a-n           veť-ťe
drink-PRS-1SG water-SG.ABL

‘I (will) drink [a bit] of water’ [generalized PP]
b. siń       mejľe   karma-śť        śime-me vina-ńť ej-ste

3PL after     start-PST.3PL drink-INF2 wine-GEN:DEF PP-ELA
‘Then they started to drink alcohol (lit. from/of the wine)’ [generalized TP]

Generalized partitive marking is quite regular with verbs śimems ‘drink’ (3) and

jarsams ‘eat’ in Erzya; also cross-linguistically (cf. Seržant 2020: 11).

In other cases, alternation between marked and unmarked partitive subjects and

objects.
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Partitivity in Erzya
Erzya partitives might be more systematically used with quantifiers (Bartens 1999:

94–95, Alhoniemi 1991: 24).

Primary qualitative investigation shows that partitivity marking via ablative (and more

rarely via elative) appears more systematically with three quantifiers: peškśe ‘full’,

bajťak ‘enough’, and lamo ‘a lot, many’.

(4) a. Stol-e-ś peškśe kši-ďe-sal-do.
table-E-DEF full      bread-SG.ABL-salt-SG.ABL

‘The table is full of bread and salt.’ (Erzya corpus)
b. Lov-do-ńť pra-ś bajťak.

snow-SG.ABL-DEF fall-PST.3SG enough
‘Enough [of the] snow fell.’ (Erzya corpus)
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Partitivity in Erzya_2
The quantifier lamo ‘a lot, many’ seems to trigger partitive marking in topicalized

constructions where it follows the restrictor nominal (also relevant for other

quantifiers, see ex. 4b with bajťak ‘enough’):

(5) Lomań-ť-ńe-ďe purnav-śť lamo.

human-PL-DEF-ABL gather-PST.3PL many

‘A lot of people gathered’, lit. ‘of the people, [they] gathered a lot’ (Erzya

corpus).

Alternation between definiteness & number marking:

● peškśe ‘full’ seems to prefer SG and INDEF nouns;
● lamo ‘a lot’ and bajťak ‘enough’ definite and plural, with exception of mass nouns

in SG.
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3. Aims, data & methodology
In this study, we investigate:

● lexical restrictions indicated by quantifiers on the appearance of partitive-like

constructions marked with ablative and elative;

● the role of the variables of definiteness, number, case alternation and word

order in predicting the appearance of partitive marking.
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Data

The Main corpus of Erzya corpora: http://erzya.web-corpora.net/index_en.html, a

part of the Corpora of Uralic Volga-Kama lgs.

● consists of 2.3 million words;

● contains texts from contemporary press, 20th century fiction, two translations

of the New Testament, blogs and Wikipedia articles.

Target elements:

● bajťak ‘enough’: total of 132 occurrences in the corpora;

● peškśe ‘full’: total of 517 occurrences in the corpora;

● lamo ‘a lot’: 500 occurrence out of 10494 in total in the corpora, i.e. a

reduced sample on the basis of whole-corpus frequencies.
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Method: Collostructional analysis

● developed in Stefanowitsch & Gries (2003), Gries & Stefanowitsch (2004),

Gries (2019);

● allows to check for strength of attraction of words (collexemes) in concrete

constructions (called collostructions) by means of statistical testing (Fisher’s

exact test); in our study:

○ How often do the quantifiers lamo, peškśe and bajťak (i.e. collexemes)

feature in the partitive-like construction (i.e. collostruction)?

○ Are some quantifiers more attracted to partitive-like construction than

others?
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Statistical regression: Generalized linear model (glm)
Reading ~ Number * Definiteness

+ Quant

+ Definiteness * WO

Reading (construction): PTV; Other

Number: SG; PL

Definiteness: DEF; INDEF

Quant(ifier): bajťak; peškśe; lamo

W(ord)O(rder): QUANT + NP; NP + QUANT

Figure 3. Occurrence of partitive and other constructions with quantifiers
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4. Results
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Collostructional analysis
Figure 4. Results of Collostructional analysis for each quantifier and construction.

● p-values are not absolute, and should be compared with each other;

● peškśe ‘full’ is the most attracted to the partitive construction, index: a very small p-value;

2nd place: lamo ‘a lot’, 3rd place: bajťak ‘enough’. None of them is completely repulsed

from the construction (p-values < 0.05).
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Regression (quantifier; reading)
Figure 5. The effects of the quantifiers on the Reading (0 = ‘PTV’; 1 = ‘Other’)
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Regression (quantifier; reading)
The effects of the quantifiers:

● The quantifiers bajťak ‘enough’ and lamo ‘a lot’ tend to appear more in other

constructions, since they are closer to 1 on the y-axis;

● Conversely, peškśe ‘full’ is the most likely to trigger the partitive reading. This is in

line with the previously applied collostructional analysis;
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Regression (number; definiteness)
Figure 6. The effects of Number and Definiteness
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Regression (number; definiteness)
The effects of the interaction:

● For definite referents: plural is more likely to trigger partitive reading than singular.

● For indefinites, vice versa: the plural rarely triggers a partitive reading (cf. situated on

the value 1 on the y-axis); also conditioned by grammatical restrictions: no indefinite

plural paradigm for cases other than NOM!

● Individual preferences among quantifiers:

○ lamo ‘a lot’: plural definite only; only 1 case with a mass noun jarmak ‘money’

that can be used in PL (more regular) and SG;

○ bajťak ‘enough’: countable – PL, DEF; uncountable – SG, DEF/INDEF;

○ peškśe ‘full’: both countable and uncountable – SG, INDEF; rarely: in PL with the

pluraletantum karśemkat ‘shoes’, and previously mentioned referents in plural.
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Number & definiteness in the data
Bajťak ‘enough’

(6) a. Plural, definite:
Jutaśť śeďe mejľe ijeťńeďe bajťak – 39.
pass.PST.3PL DEM.ABL after year.PL.DEF enough NUM
‘After that enough years passed – 39.’
b. Singular, definite:
Bajťak škadońť jutaś.
enough time.SG.ABL.DEF pass.PST.3SG

‘Enough time has passed.’

Only 1 counter-example, mass nouns – indefinite, singular:

(7) Pengeďeź šužoń kašado, perlovkado, aľmaś bajťak
strip.PP barley.GEN porridge.SG.ABL pearl.barley.SG.ABL eat.PST.3SGenough
‘(S)he ate enough barley and pearl barley porridge.’
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Number & definiteness in the data
Lamo ‘a lot’, plural definite only!

(8) Moń jalgan jutkso isťat lomańťńeďe pek lamo.

1SG.GEN friend.1SG>1PL among such.PL person.PL.ABL very many

‘Among my friends there are a lot of such people.’

Peškśe ‘full’, predominantly indefinite singular!

(9) a. Di vana son liśś: mazijďejak mazij, peškśe

and PTCL 3SG come.out.PST.3SG beautiful.ABL.ADD beautiful full

eŕva kodamo fotografijado.

different which photo.SG.ABL

‘And look, it came out: very beautiful, full of different photos.’

b. T’eči son peškśe lomańďe.

today 3SG full person.SG.ABL

‘Today it’s full of people (lit. person).’
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Regression (WO; definiteness)
Figure 7. The effects of Word Order and Definiteness
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Regression (WO; definiteness)
The effects of the interaction:

● regardless of the word order, indefinite referents are more likely to trigger other readings;

however, see tendencies for individual quantifiers in exx. (10)–(12);

● the partitive reading is better represented by definite referents; “true partitivity” effect in

Erzya? (cf. constructions with peškśe = pseudo-partitive construction) or just grammatical

restriction? The role of IS shall be studied further qualitatively.
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WO & definiteness in the data
Lamo ‘a lot’, no clear preference in WO

(10) a. QUANT + NP

Lamo śormadićaťńeďe.

a.lot writer.PL.DEF.ABL

‘A lot of writers.’

b. NP + QUANT

Sodaviks erźaťńeďe lamo.

known Erzya.PL.DEF.ABL a.lot

‘There’s a lot of famous Erzyas.’
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WO & definiteness in the data_2
Bajťak ‘enough’

(11) a. QUANT + NP, less frequent

Bajťak purnavśť lomaťńeďe utomońť vakss.

enough gather.PST.3PL person.PL.DEF.ABL barn.GEN.DEF next.ILL

‘Enough people gathered near the barn.’

b. NP + QUANT, in more cases

Moroťńeďe taštavśť bajťak.

song.PL.DEF.ABL be.gathered.PST.3PL enough

‘Enough songs were gathered.’
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WO & definiteness in the data_3
Peškśe ‘enough’, no clear preference in WO

(12) a. QUANT + NP

Peškśe od, mik ľembe meďťe.

full new still warm honey.SG.ABL

‘It is full of new and still warm honey.’

b. NP + QUANT

Monaškado peškśe?

nun.SG.ABL full

‘Is it full of nuns?’
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5. Conclusions
● Collostructional analysis showed that…

...peškśe ‘full’ is the most attracted; then: lamo ‘a lot’, bajťak ‘enough’;

...none of the quantifiers are completely repulsed from the construction.

● Regressions showed that...

...bajťak ‘enough’ and lamo ‘a lot’ are likely to appear in other constructions; peškśe is

likely to trigger the partitive reading, however(!)...

...bajťak ‘enough’ and lamo ‘a lot’ seem to appear more in true partitive constructions;

peškse in pseudo-partitive (this tendency should be explored more).

● The effect of the quantifiers in the model well correlated with our results of collostructional

analysis. However, the examples of partitive construction with lamo were few (20/500), so

its effect was smaller compared to the other quantifiers.
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Thank you! Cюкпря! Aitäh! Kiitos!
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